
Feedback: Talkwall midterm report 

Title: How can visualizations of Talkwall activity support dialogic teaching?:  OK 

Structure: OK. For your final report, please see our general feedback to midterm report. 

Introduction : Good introduction giving the reader some background information about the usability- 

purpose of talkwall within the context of UiO pedagogy research project DiDiAC for promoting 

collective classroom interaction and collaborative learning. Good description of basic functionalities 

and the degree of their flexibility when used by both students and teachers alike. 

You state many explorative goals: 

1. “ We want to contribute to the project by investigating ways in which visualizations of the 

data tracked during Talkwall sessions can help support collaborative dialogues. The goal is to 

transform data from a given time interval into useful information in order to support 

teachers’formative assessment of students’ development and understanding”. 

2. “How can automatically generated computer reports of participation in micro-blogs assist 

teachers in their assessment of students’ learning?”(DiDiAC, 2017).  

 

3. How visualization of activities can improve formative assessment and support teachers in 

promoting dialogical thinking ? 

 

4.  How can we provide useful representations that fit into teachers’ interactions with 

Talkwall? Which visualizations are relevant in the process of planning a session, during a 

session, and during analysis of sessions? 

Many fine explorative thoughts :=) 

We propose that you combine these many aims into one, or two, research questions, for example : 

RQ : “How structured data displays at Talkwall may support teachers formative assessment of 

students’ group activities and performance in classroom sessions”.  

This is only one suggestions, but you may have other RQs combining data displays and collaborative 

learning activities. 

Under section mobility in an educational setting , you state: “ These digital traces (log data) can then 

be ‘mined’ and analysed to identify patterns of learning behaviour that can provide insights into 

education practice”. We assume that you elaborate further on this statement and make the 

connection between such statements and your research questions in your final report. 

Under your theoretical frameworks section, you state : “In this paper we draw upon both 

technological and pedagogical research”. Support this statement with other references, in addition 

to (Kakihara & Sorensen, 2001) and Wegerif (2015). This will help the reader to better understand 

what perspective you would be using to support your arguments and discussions when analyzing 

your empirical findings, especially the dialogic approach. 

Explain to the reader what is “The Flynn effect” ! 

Methods :  Good triangulation of different data- collection methods. 



Good propositions of the way ahead. 

Good use of references. 

All in all, a good foundation work towards your final report. Again we encourage you to refer to our “ 

general comments” note during this process. 

Well done :=) 

Jo and Hani 


